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tl RCANUAffONS 

IVls. Pac-Man has added a pink ribbon 

to her wardrobe by partnering with the 

National Alliance of Breast Cancer 

Organizations (NABCO), the leading 

non-profit resource for information and 

education about breast cancer With her 

a-MAZE-ing ability to communicate 

across generations and demographicst 

Ms. Pac-Man has been named the first 

official celebrity spokesperson by NABCO. 

Additional information on NABCO can 

be oh tamed by calling (888) 80-NAB CO 

or visiting httpdhoww. nabco, org 
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WARNINGS Read Before Using Your Sega Dreamcasf™ Video Game System 

CAUTION 
Anyone who uses ihe Sega Dream cast should read the operating manual for the software end console before operating them. 

A responsible adult should read these manuals together with any minors who will use Ihe Sega Dreamaisl hofara Ihe minor uses it 

HEALTH AND EPILEPSY WARNING 
Soma small number of people are susceptible to epileptic seizures or loss of consciousness when exposed to certain Hashing 

lights or light patterns that they encounter in everyday fife, such as those in certain television images or video games. 

These seizures or loss of consciousness may occur even if the person hag never had an epileptic seizure. 

If you or anyone in your family has ever had symptoms related to epilepsy when exposed to Hashing lights, consult your doctor prior 
to using Sega Dreamcast. 

In all cases, parents should monitor the use of video games by their children. If any player experiences dizziness, hiurred vision, eye 

or muscle twitches, loss ol consciousness, disorientation, any involuntary movement or convulsion, IMMEDIATELY DISCONTINUE 
USE AND CONSULT YOUR DOCTOR BEFORE RESUMING PLAY. 

To reduce the possibility of such symptoms, the operator must follow these safety precautions at all times when using Sega Dreamcasl 

* Sit a minimum of 6.5 feet away from the television screen. This should be as far as the length of the controller cable. 

* Do not play if you are tired or have not had much sleep. 

* Make sure that the room in which you are playing has all Hie lights on and is well lit 

* Stop playing video games for at least ten to twenty minutes per hour. Tliis will rest your eyes, neck, arms and fingers so that you 

can continue comfortably playing the game in the future. 

OPERATING PRECAUTIONS 
To prevent personal injury, property damage or me If unction: 

* Before removing disc, be sure it has stopped spinning. 

* The Sega Dream cast CD-ROM disc is intended for use exclusively on-the Sega Dreamcast video game system. 
Do not use this disc in anything other than a Sega Dreamcast console, especially net in a CD player. 

* Do not allow fingurprinis or dirt on either side Df the disc. 

* Avoid bending the disc. Du not touch, smudge or scratch its surface. 

* Do noi modify or enlarge the center hole of the disc or use a disc that is cracked, modified or repaired with adhesive tape. 

* Do not write on or apply arxyfhmg to either side of the disc. 

* Store the disc in its original case and do not expose it to high temperature and humidity. 

* Do not leave the disc in dirpet sunlight or near a radiator or other source of host. 

■ Use lefts cleaner and a stiff iffy cloth to clean disc, wiping gently from the center to the edge. Never use chemicals such as 
■ bonzena and paint thinner tu clean disc. 

PROJECTION TELEVISION WARNING 
Stilt pictures or images may cause permanent picture tube damage or mark the phosphor of the CRT. Avoid repeated or extended 

use of video games dn^arge-screen projection televisions, 

SEGA OREAMCAST VIDEO GAME USE 
This.GO-BOM can used wish ilTo;:'Sfega'rDrflamcas! video game system. Du not attempt to play Ws GD-ROM im any dthlkCD plop 
dofn^Su may damage the headphones an^or speakers, This.game is licensed for home play on the Sega Qieamtast video gajtne sysiuilfl 

only. Unauthorized copying, reproduction, rental, public performance of this game is a violation of applicabielaws. The charpcters jiid 

events uuitrayed in this gome are purelyfictional. Any similarity tu other persons, Sivjng or deadjs purely coincidental, ■ : 

Setting Up..****.-.*.*2 

Getting Started....—* . 

Setting Options......-..^ 

Ms. Poc Man Battles to Save the Four Wonders...!^..5 

Controls.....*..*.■■■■■...* 

Neuu Gome.—...—.-.—*.^ 

Playing Quest...**■...*.—-8 

The Quest Game Screen...... 

Things Voull Find Along the UJoy.—*.***-fe”~**|.11 

Time Trials.—<.--*■.—*...^ 

Multiplayer Gomes..*.-...18 

The Pause Screen...—-***.—***..*...21 

Saving & Loading Gome Data.....***v,,vrj.-v^*ii**.-».******—22 

Playing Classic Ms. Pac-Man...............*.*.23 

The Four UJonders of Pat-Land...*.24 

Credits.*****.*..*..26 
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SEGA DREAMCAST HARDWARE UNIT 

SCRUMS 
Set up your Sega Dreamcast™ game 
console according to the instructions 
in the Instruction Manual, Mahe sure 
the power is OFF before inserting or 
removing a game disc. 

Insert the Ms, Pac-Man Maze Madness™ 
disc and close the disc door, insert gome 
controllers and turn on the Sega Dreamcast 
game console. Follow the on-screen instructions to start a game. 

Ms. Pac-Man Maze Madness is o 4-ployer game. Before turning the Sega 
Dreamcast potuer ON, connect the controller or other peripheral equipment 
into the control ports of the Sego Dreamcast. 

To return to the title screen at any point during game play, simultaneously 
press and hold the fl, d, Xr V and Start Buttons, This uuill cause the Sego 
Dreamcast to soft-reset the software. 

scan DiicftMcnsT visum mcmohv unit (vmu) 
To save game settings and results, or continue play 
on previously saved games, insert a Memory Cord 
into Slot 1 of the Sega Dreamcast Controller connected 
to Port R before starting play. If you do not hove a 
Memory Cord, the game will allow you to play 
without saving gome settings and results. 

UJhile saving a game file, never turn OFF the Sega Dreamcast gower, 
remove the memory card or disconnect the controller. ’ 

SlIiA. DRIAMCASl Uimt MEMORY UNIf \\ 

J J J 

On the Main Menu, press the Directional 

Button or Analog Thumb Pod left/FJight to 

select a gome mode and press the R Button: 

* NCULI GRMC 
Choose this to play a new gome. 

• LOAD GRMC 
Choose this to load a previously saved gome. 

• OPTIONS 
Choose OPTIONS to alter game settings, 

• CLRSSIC 
Choose this to play the original arcade version of Ms. Poo-Man. 

• MULT1PLRVCR 
Choose this to begin maze action for one to four players. 

From the Main Menu, choose OPTIONS and press the R Button to enter 

the OPTIONS screen. 

Press the Directional Button Up/Down to select an option, then press 

the A Button to open a screen or make an adjustment. 



SOUND 
Press the Directional Button Up/Douun to 

highlight a selection to adjust: 

RUDIO - Press the Directional Button 

Left/Right to select either Stereo or Mono. 

MUSIC - Press the Directional Button 

left/Rfght to adjust the Music Volume. 

SOUND 6FFCCTS - Press the Directional Button Left/Bight 

to adjust the Sound effects Volume. 

0CIT - Press the fl Button to exit back to the OPTIONS Menu. 

VIBRATION 
Press the Directional Button Left/flight to turn ON 

or OFF the Vibration function of the Jump Pack. 

When the Jump Pack is inserted into expansion 

Socket 1 of the Sega Dreamcast Controller, the 

Jump Pack connects, but does not lock. If the 

controller is jarred, the Jump Pack may fall out 

during game play or otherwise inhibit the game 

operation. 

CREDITS 
Press the fl Button to meet the Ms. Pcic-Mon Maze Madness team 

MS. MG-/MM Btmus TP 
suss ms fptrm wommsms 
The four UJonders of Pac-land are mystical 

regions separated (Tom everything else in 

Poc-land by strange force fields. In each land 

resides one of the four Gems of Virtue: 

Generosity, Truth, Wisdom and Courage. Without 

them, darkness and chaos would foil on Pac-Land. 

Someone has Invaded the Cnchanted Castfe and 

turned it into a ghost-ridden haunted house. Worst 

of all, the Princess has vanished without a trace. 

ProFessor Pac, Pat-Land's resident genius, 

believes that someone has used dark magic to 

invade the Cnchanted Castle, and is plotting to 

attack the rest of the four Wonders. Today, he is 

showing Ms. PaaMan an intriguing invention 

called a Pactrometer. With this amazing device, 

someone could pass through the force fields into any of the four Wonders. 

Rs Professor Pac proudly presents the Pactrometer to Ms. Poc-Mon, the 

mirror in his lab suddenly comes alive with ghostly apparitions. They 

begin dragging the professor right into the mirror. With a mighty effort he 

tosses the Pactrometer to Ms. Pat-Man and yells to her, "Save Pac-land!! 

Go! Go get the Gems!!!1' 

* ^ 
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m€NU CONTROLS 

J wJ 

SEGA DREAMCAST CONTROLLER 

Start Gam©..+... Start Button 

Choose a Mode......... Directs onol Button 

Confirm Mode/Command.....,R Button 

Cancel a Mode/Commond....0 Button 

If the Rnalog Thumb Pad or Triggers L/R are accidental [y moved uuhile 

turning the Sega Dreomcast power ONr immediately turn the power 

OFF and then ON again making sure not to touch the controller. 

Never touch the Rnalog Thumb Pad or 

Triggers l/R while turning the Sega 

Dreomcast power ON. Doing so may 

disrupt the controller initialization 

procedure and result in malfunction. 

Forward Viaw 

GRM€ CONTROLS 
Pause/Resume... 

Move Ms. Poc-Man. 

fire Projectiles in Bonus Rounds 

Zoom In Camera View...♦ 

Zoom Out Camera View. 

Rdvance Screen Dialogue. 

View Stats....■ 

.Start Button 

.Directional Button/Rnalog Thumb Pad 

R Button or Directional Button Up 

V Button 

R Button 

.R Button or Directional Button 

. Left Trigger 

The most famous female videogame heroine in videogame history is 

about to embark on her biggest journey ever 

Ms. Poc-Mon starts in the first stage, Cleopoctra. There's so much to do: 

* Search the stage for hidden areas, 

* Chomp or be chomped by the Ghosts, Inky, Slinky, Pinky and Sue. 

• Chomp or be chomped by brand new enemies. 

• Cot all the Pac-Dots. 

• Collect all 7 Fruit. 



»umm attest ••••••«•• 
Current Stage-^ 

OjXW-Lw. 

Total Stars earned 
Star earned far * 

completing Time Trial -} L jl f ^ I'M Jr ■ <-Star earned far getting 
on 

Star earned for ^ Star earned for eating 
completing Stage all Pcic-Dots 

^■■■- ■ Hi Scare 

quest cmu seasma • ••••« 
To win points for Pac-Dots, Power Pellets, and Fruit, just uualk into them. 

To win points for enemies, eat a Power Pellet and touch the enemy while 

it is colored blue or Flashing blue. 

* Poc-Dot.,.,—.......10 points 

* Pooler Pellet.     ..............50 points 

* Cherry............100 points 

* Strawberry.  ..200 points 

* Peach. ................ ,t>* .500 poi n ts 

* Pretzel............... 700 points 

* Apple...     1000 paints 

* Pear.   2000 points 

* Banana.       5000 points 

* Ghosts - The first Ghost is 200 points. The score doubles 
for each additional Ghost munched per Power Pellet chorge, 

* Centipedes......  1600 points 
(for a whole Centipede that is) 

There are even tougher enemies worth big points If ybu manage to defeat them. 
if*®?- 

^ # 

mac amst asms 
Health Ptx-Dot 

Lives Remaining- 

Keys 

Collected/ 

Fruit Collected 

HcniTH mam 
The Health Meter represents one of Ms. Pa c-Man's lives. Ill hen an 

enemy attacks or she runs into one, she takes damage and loses some 

health. If the color drains completely from the meter she loses one life 

and restarts at the last checkpoint. 

three lives. The gome is over when 



HCVS 
Any colored 
corner of 

pnc-DOi nnnnn 
LUhen there ore Poc-Dots to munch, the Poc-Dot radar appears. 

The yellow dots are the Poc-Dot positions. The arrow points in 

the direction Ms. Pac-Man is travelling. In the example shown, 

there is a Pac-Dot to the North and also one to the West of 

Ms. Pac-Man. The arrow means that Ms. Pac-Man is facing Cast. 

SCOftC 
Total points earned for the Stage. 

PRC-DOTS COLL€CT€D / TOTIU FOR STRGC 
The number on the left Is the number collected so far. The number on the 

right is the total for this Stage. Remember: There are secret areas that 

may have Pac-Dots in them. 

FRUIT 
Cach piece of fruit Ms. Pac-Man finds is displayed across the bottom of 

the screen. Collect all the Fruit in one Stage and win a Gold Star. 

muKf ro»'u rmm 

MC-DOT 
Chomp up every Pac-Dot. They Ye worth 10 points each and 

they open Poc-Dot Doors to important places. Get every 

Pac-Dot in a Stage of the game to receive a Gold Star. 

POUliR P€U€T 
Power Pellets look like big glowing Pac-Dots. They give Ms. 

Pac-Man the power to chomp her enemies and score points 

each time she munches on enemy. Rs soon as she is Power 

Pellet charged, her enemies turn the color blue and start 

running for their lives. 

CXTflfl UFC 
Ms. Pac-Man begins the game with three lives, not a lot For 

these dangerous mazes. Collect these to increase your 

current total number of lives. 

FRUIT 
Hidden throughout each Stage are seven Fruit. Get all seven 

Fruit in a Stage and win a Gold Star. 



MOVCfllU€ BLOCKS 
Push moveable blocks around and use them to solve puzzles 

and get to new areas in a maze. To push a block, just move 

Ms, Poo-Man up to it and press the Directional Button. Ice 

blocks are useful too, but slide a lot farther than moveable 

blocks. Blocks can also be used to fill In pits that block your way. 

BCD HCfiLTH HCART 
Partially restores health. 

GOLD HCIUTH HCBBT 
Collect these to increase your maximum Health Meter. 

PRC-ROT DOOR 
Pac-Dot Doors must be unlocked with a certain number of 

Pac-Dots. Llihen a Pac-Dot Door is closed, the number of 

Pac-Dots you need to open It appears on-screen above the 

door. Check to see how many you already have and go get 

more if you need them. 

TNT BOX 
Push TNT boxes next to things you wont to blow up. Once you 

touch a TNT box, its timed fuse starts counting down, then 

KABOOM! A countdown timer appears over the TNT box to let 

you know how long until the TNT box explodes. Make sure Ms, 

Pac-Man is out of the blast area when the TNT box explodes. 

NITRO BOX 
The skull and crossbones are a warning, if Ms, Pac-Man pushes 

one of these, it explodes instantly, and Ms. Pac-Man will lose 

a life. 

R€S€T TOffCNS 
These appear as soon as Ms. Pac-Man moves a block, TNT box, 

or walks across collapsing floors, Walking into a reset token 

puts moveable blocks, exploded TNT boxes, and floors back 

in their original positions. Be careful though, once a block has 

been pushed into a pit, that block can no longer be reset. 

KCYS 
Locked doors sometimes block the woy. Find a key to open 

the door of the same color as the key. For example, a red key 

opens a red door. 
a 
m 



MAZE CHECKPOINTS 
If you lose o life, you will re-enter the gome at the last 

chechpoint reached (os long os you have at least one 

more life). 

STARS 
uusn c?oid Stars to be able to enter the Bonus Rounds and 

Secret Stages. 

Vou win o Gold Star uihen you; 

* Complete a Stage the first time. 

* Get all the PaoDots in a Stage. 

* Collect all seven Fruit in a Stage. 

* Finish the Stage within the time limit during Time Trial mode 

nnoFcsson arc 
The professor's hologram uuill show up early in the game to 

give you Ups on traveling through the mazes. To read uuhot 

he has to sayr just press the A Button, or press the 
Dirftri-innnl Button to move through the dialog boxes. 

NAMCO REGISTRATION CA 

First Name 

Last Name 

T 
Address 

City 

Telephone Number 

0 Male 
0 Female 

Date of F Game Purchased: Ms. Pac-Man Maze Madness(T1404N) 

1. How did you find out about this game? 
CD Friend or relative PD At a store 0 Television 0 Rented 
GO Sample Disc 0 Magazine Review/Article (Specify)_ 
0 Magazine Advertisement (Specify)_ _ __ 

2. Why did you buy this title? 
0 Gift for child 0 Yourself 0 Gift for adult 0 Received it as a 

3. What other types of video game hardware or computers do you own or plan to ow( 
0 Nintendo® 64 0 Sega Dreamcast™ 0 PlayStation® game console 
0 PlayStation£2 computer entertainment system 0 PC/Mac 

4. Rank the type of games you prefer from 111-6”, with "Y' being the best, and u6n the 
0 Action /Adventure_ 0 Sports__ 0 Fighting_ 0 RPG_U] S| 
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WITCH'S K€V 
Mesmeralda, the uuitch behind the plan to steal the Gems, 

holds a key to secret areas in the Wonders of Pac-Land. If 

you can get this valuable item, youl! be able to unlock 

special doors hidden throughout the Stages, and gain 

access to secret areas. 

popped pud 
Walk onto these for a quick jump to those tough-to-reach 
places. 

MOVING PLATFORMS 
Walk on to these platforms to help you get around the 

mazes. Be careful not to fall off or miss a platform uuhen 

moving onto It. 

SWITCH€S 
Walking into alcoves ijuith switches and pressing the 

Directional Button Left/Rlghb mill throuj them to either on 

open or dosed position. Sometimes, they activate some¬ 

thing. Push on the green side to open the siuitch or the 

red side to dose it. Be careful though. Sometimes hitting 

a siuitch unleashes a bunch of Ghosts. 



Speed through the Time Trials to earn 

to open hidden features. 

Tim© Trials give you a chance to collect 

another Gold Star. 

begin a Time Trial. 

1. Go to the Stage Select screen with the 

Pactrometer and press the Directional 

Button to select one of the completed 

Stages, 

2. Press the Directional Button Douun to select 

TIM€ TRIRl mode and press the fi Button, 

* Go as fast as you can through the Stage trying to 

beat the countdown dock at the top of the screen. 

* Getting attacked by an enemy subtracts time from 

the countdown dock. 

• Grab Clock Power-ups to add 10 Seconds to the 

countdown dock. 

Cating a blue enemy will odd 

countdown clock. 

Vou can only earn one Gold Star per St< 

winning the Time Trial, 

ROTATING GAT€ 
Certain mazes have special rotating gates. To operate a 

rotating gate, walk inside of it, then press the Directional 

Button in the direction you want to exit it from. RH the sides 

of the gate (except for the exit side) will protect you from 

creatures and Ghosts. 

. BUTTONS 
UUalking across the buttons will change their color and activate 

something in the maze, fl red button is in the "OFF" position ond a 

green one is in the "ON" position, UJhen you see multiple buttons, 

they might hove to be turned on in a certain order. 

• BUTTON "OFF * BUTTON ON 

GATE 
Gates that are dosed when you walk up to them are usually 

opened by a switch or button somewhere in the maze. Some 

gates are timed, so you just have to wait for them to open, 

then you can pass through. There are also some gates that 

will only open temporarily when hit with a bolt of electricity. 



Up to four players can compete in tough maze 

showdowns. Hidden multiplayer maps can be 

unlocked in the one player Quest Mode, 

To start a Multiplayer game: 

1. On the Main Menu, select Multiplayer 

and press the fl Button. 

2. Move the Directional Button to select o mode and press the R Button, 

Maps are different mazes to play the games on. 

* Select RRNDOM MRP if you want just any maze. 

* Select CHOOS€ MRP, press the Directional Button Left/RIght 

and press the R Button to choose the specific maze you want 

to play on. 

3. Select the number of games to play before the winner is declared. 

Press the Directional Button Left/Right and press the R Button. 

4. Select o Game Mode by pressing the Directional Button LJp/Down 

and press the fl Button, 

5. Select o gome character by pressing the Directional Button Left/Right 

and press the R Button to select the character. 

* There is a 15 second countdown to give ail players o chance 

to choose g game character. 

DOI MANIA 
The first one to eat 80 Pac-Dots wins. Dash around grabbing Pat-Dots 

and Power-ups while dodging Ghosts. If you get hit, you return to your 

storting comer with a loss of 10 Pac-Dots. The effects of the various 

Power-ups that you collect only last for a short time. 

Cake - Become indestructible and bigger so you can damage 

other players by running over them! 

Money Bag - Grab this bag and you gain Pac-Dots, all other 

players will lose Pac-Dots. 

Lightning - Vou generate lightning that shoots along the paths 

shocking whoever it hits. 

Sneakers - Mokes you run faster. 

Chili Pepper - Leaves a trail of fire wherever you go 

ULIhoever touches it gets cooked. 



m 

GHOST TAG 

fill players start as Ghosts! When you see the Ms. Pac-Man icon, beat 

the other Ghosts to it to transform into Ms. Pac-Man. Once you turn 

into Ms. Pac-Man, start munching Pac-Dots as fast as you can. If you're 

one of the Ghosts, go for Ms. Pac-Mon. Catch her and now you'll turn 

into Ms. Pac-Man. The former Ms. Pac-Man returns to the starting point 

as a Ghost. 

The winner is the first one to successfully eat 50 Pac-Dots. 

DU BOMB 

VouYe a bomb! Pi randomly chosen player holds a bomb counting douun 

from 50 seconds. Tag another player to get rid of the bomb and pass it 

on to them. Whoever has the bomb when the count reaches zero gets 

blown up. Blown up players turn into Ghosts who can move around the 

map and block other players. The last non-ghost player wins. 

* CXIT STAGC 
Select this and you can select COMTINUC or QUIT and return Sto the Stage Select screen. Note: Selecting this during a 

Multiplayer game will return you to the Multiplayer Game 

Mode screen. 

• OPTIONS 

Opens the Options screen to make adjustments. 

To Pause the gome, press the Start Button. Press 

the Directional Button Up/Douun to choose on 

option and press the A Button. 

* BACK TO GAM€ 

Resume gameplay. 
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Rfter completing o Stage, you will be given the 

option to save your current game. You must 

have a Memory Card inserted into slot 1 of the 

Controller connected to Port R to save a game. 

To Save a Gome: 

1. Complete a Stage in the Quest game or Time Trial, 

UUhen the Score screen appears, press the R Button. 

2. Select SRVC and press the R Button. 

3. Press the Directional Button Left/Right to select the slot you want 

to save the game to. If the slot already has gome infoH you uuill 

be ashed if you want to overwrite it, 

4. Press the R Button to save the game data. 

To Load a Saved Game: 

1. On the Main Menu, select LORD GRMC and press the fi Button. 

2. Press the Directional Button LefdRight to select a saved gome slot 

and press the R Sutton to re-enter the game. 

i* • mruic etMfte ms. pac- 

On the Main Menu choose CLR55IC and press the 

R Button. 

Start 1-player game..R Button 

Start 2-player game...Xor B Button 

Rdd Credits...V Button 

GOAL 
The goal of the game is to eat all of the Pac-Dots in the maze, while 

avoiding the attacks of the four roaming Ghosts. UUhen ail of the 

Pac-Dots are eaten you can go to the next round. 

RULES 
IF a Ghost touches Ms. PaoMan, she loses a life. The game ends when 

all of your lives are gone. You can gain an extra life by scoring 10,000 

points, 

POUIEff PELLETS 
Cat a Power Pellet and Ms, Pac-Man can chomp the Ghosts for points, 

ftfsw «ntinn a Power Pellet, the Ghosts will turn blue for a short period 

normal . Before the Ghosts 

RFter eating a Ghost, Its 

generated. €ating 



FRUIT 

Fruit appears twice in each round. Chomp these to get bonus points. 

Fruit in later rounds are worth more points. 

UUIlftP TUN was 
Go through these to get away from Ghosts. Cnter the 

tunnel from one side, and you will emerge on the 

other side of the maze. 

me mm wmmeme 
or me-eemm j 
€ach of the UJonders of Pac-land is a Level with several Stages to 

complete. Completing a Stage will grant you access to the next Stage. 

Return to completed Stages to unlock more secrets. 

CLCOPACTRA 

Help Ms. Pac-Man avoid spell-casting anubis', 

snappy alligators and marauding centipedes In 
guest to find r\f 

CRYSTAL CRVCS 

Ms. Pac-Man has to watch out for the various 

inhabitants of these icy caves, Rs she travels further 

inside the icy caverns, she will encounter deep 

molten !ava rivers, which she con cross with the help 

of ice blocks in her quest for the Gem of Truth. 

Ulatch out for failing boulders and ice corridors! 

PAC-PING HRRAOR 

ULIEth the Ghosts spreading gunpowder everywhere 

and the fire-breathing dragons ready to set the 

whole place ablaze, Ms, Pac-Man needs your help 

in finding the Gem of IJLfisdom. Avoiding Roman 

Candles, she can use rocket launchers to help dear 

a path through one of the toughest and most 

challenging maze areas. 

HRUNTCD HALLO VU€€N 

This is Ms. Pac-Man s last chance to store up lives 

before meeting the UUitch. Here she must search for 

the Gem of Courage, fending off Bat-Droculas and 

Franken-Pacs, while avoiding the numerous bolts of 

lightning. In this nightmarish castle, safely guide Ms 

Pac-Man as she avoids evil Gargoyles and vicious Hellhounds 
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for questions 0nd information not listed on the 900 line, write to; 

Namto Hometek Inc. 
2055 Junction Rvenue 
Son Jose, CR 95151 

Womco Online: http://www,namco.com 

Visit our UtebsJte to get Information odour our new dtles. 
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Namto Hometek Inc. warrants to the original purchaser that this Nomco Hometek Inc. GD-flOM shoil be free from 

defects In material and workmanship for o period of ninety {90} days from the dote of purchase. If a defect 

covered by this limited warranty occurs during this 90-day limited warranty period, Nomco Hometek Inc. will 

repair Or replace the defective GD-ROM or component port, at its option, free of charge. 

This limited warranty does not apply if the defects have been caused by negligence, accident, unreasonable 

use, modification, tampering, or any other cause not related to defective material or workmanship. 
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flnu applicable implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, ore hereby limited to 

ninety {90) days from the date of purpose and are subject to the conditions set forth herein. In no event shall 
Nomco Hometek Inc. be liable for consequentio| or Incidental damages resulting From the possession or use of 

this product. 

The provisions of the limited warranty are valid In the United States anly, Some states do not ollow limitations 

on how long on implied warranty lasts, or exclusion 0f consequential or incidental damages, so the obove 

limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This limited warranty provides you with specific legal rights- Vou 

may hove other rights which vary from store to state. 

ESRB RATING 

| This product has been rated by the Entertainment Software Rating Board. Eor information about the ESRB rating, or fa 
r comment about the appropriateness yf the rating, please cnnEacnhe ESRB at J-6DCI-771^3^772. 
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